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THE Campaign
for Equal Citizenship,
the pressure group
in
which calls for the 'mainland* political parties to organise
Northern
Ireland, sustained a body blow last month when its
charismatic president. Bob McCartney,
resigned.
the campaign's
Laurence Kennedy,
chair, also departed,
within weeks of the resignation of the CEC's secretary, David
Morrison.
an
Over the past couple of years the CEC had mounted
aggressive
lobby, leading to a bitter in camera battle at the
in 1986 and to the expulsion of Mr McCart
OUP conference
as a 'real
last year. Standing
ney from the party in May
unionist' he fought Jim Kilfedder
in the June general election.
Mr McCartney's
close run inNorth Down surprised many
observers. His supporters had already detected a favourable
wind in an opinion polf which found 62 percent endorsement,
straddling the sectarian divide, for British parties contesting
in the province.
elections
at the end of February,
But a circular to CEC members
a
revealed
that trouble had been brewing. The document,
statement from Mr Morrison,
attacked Mr Mc
valedictory
in forthright terms. He accused the campaign presi
Cartney
dent of "a very high-handed
attitude", causing "incalculable
"a debilitating
inner conflict".
damage" and precipitating
What emerged from the document was a clash of strate
and Brendan
gies between on the one hand Mr Morrison
on the other other
intellectual?and
Clifford?a
key CEC
the president, whom
the ex
leading members,
including
secretary accused of having "a strictly electoral orientation".
Mr Clifford had been arguing that what was needed was a
more ambitious
influence on various
policy of "exerting
institutions of civil society which have been turned against the
of the people of the province,
eg. the Arts
great majority
the Northern
Ireland Committee
of the ICTU. the
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as well as doing something
BBC, the [Queen's] University,
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about the general use of nationalist
textbooks
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Matters
had been brought to a head by Enniskillen.
Clifford drafted a CEC leaflet in response to the atrocity but
at its press launch by
Mr Morrison
said itwas overshadowed
a surprise announcement
that the campaign
by Mr McCartney
that
would be holding a conference of "all good people"?and
a "blacklist" would be drawn up of those who failed to attend.
Mr Clifford
claimed
immediately resigned. Mr Morrison
the sort of people he was wooing with the grand 'civil society"
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as "thinking
in the churches?
elements"
strategy?such
"would be put right off by the blacklist statement".
At the next executive meeting, Mr McCartney was said to
have "stormed out" and to have threatened to "expose"
the
Seven executive members
executive.
prepared a public re
sponse should he go ahead. But when Mr Morrison moved a
at the next meeting,
motion of censure against Mr McCartney
he failed to find a seconder and resigned.
Why such acrimony? Mr McCartney
certainly has a force
but a key factor was the role of the shadowy
ful personality,
grouping known as the British and Irish Communist Organi
to have dissolved.
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sation. While
though secretly, a few years ago, central figures in the CEC
have been associated with it?in particular Mr Morrison
and
Mr Clifford, as well as Boyd Black, theQueen's
lecturer who
in Fulham.
stood as an 'equal citizenship'
candidate
The B&ICO, which now appears to be operating under the
name of the Ingram Society,
a
has a history of spawning
and front organisations?from
myriad of labels, publications
to the Campaign
theWorkers'
for Labour Rep
Association,
resentation, to the CEC. Its small band of highly ideologically
committed
supporters have provided
important activist en
thusiasm for the campaign.
The B&ICO
ideology is an unusual mixture of" left-wing
rhetoric and strident unionism.
Itemerged around the onset of
*the troubles", in reaction to the prevailing nationalism of the
it produced penetrating polemics?but
which
left?against
has since evolved an increasingly defensive
unionist stance.
The major participants were last month unusually reticent
on the affair.
about commenting
But one executive member
blamed the B&ICO for the
row. "I think what happened was the B&ICO were a bit
and all backed
{after the June result]. Morrison
dismayed
and in a sense he failed to deliver the goods.
McCartney
"They wanted a winner and. having failed to Undone, they
have reverted to an earlier strategy of theirs: just tomole away
inmore left-wing terms?oral
least
gradually and ceaselessly
left-wing terms."
apparently
he said: "The B&ICO know how to
Of the organisation,
fight. They haven't survived for 20 years on a pacific organ
isational strategy. They go for the jugular."
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